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Study on gravity in 2-dimensional space through
elastic membrane experiment

In studying such phenomenon, we first state some
principal questions as follows;
• What is the characteristic difference between the
spaces in our world and of the elastic membrane?

Abstract

W

on a ball of the rubber membrane system? Is it

membrane as a model system to investigate gravity in

possible to define the gravitational constant G?

inversely proportional to the distance between the two masses, not to
on a stretched membrane indeed shows a force inversely proportional

we first constructed a circular elastic membrane,
and then analyzed the system theoretically. Finally,

and τ are the Earth’s gravitational acceleration and surface tension of

we conducted measurements on the ball motion to

the membrane. Experiments on a membrane system also show that the

investigate different phenomena.

force is inversely proportional to the distance. We also investigated
in an inverse field. In particular, we find that the speed of the ball for a
circular motion is independent of the orbit radius, and that the apsidal
angle for an orbit is about 128o, both of which are explained within the
theory.
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Introduction
We often use two massive balls placed on a stretched elastic
membrane, such as a rubber sheet, in order to demonstrate gravitational
effect. The main purpose of such demonstration is primarily to make
people easily understand the notion of deformation of the space by
mass. However, the characteristic 2-dimensional (2D) motion of such
balls placed on a membrane can be quite different from the planetary
motion in our 3D world. For example, orbits of balls on a membrane
may not be conic sections as in the inverse square field. In order to
investigate characteristic differences between motions in gravitational
fields in 2D and 3D worlds, we study the motion of a ball on a stretched
membrane.

in Fig. 1.

motion of the ball in the system exhibit?
In order to answer these three main questions,

the motion of the ball and found it consistent with simulation results

remaining the same. The constructed system is shown

• What kind of characteristic differences does the

the square of the distance. Theoretical analysis of the force on a ball
to the distance, with the gravitational constant G = g e2/2πτ where g e

to be concentrated at the center with the contact area

• What is the expression for the gravitational force

e used a system of a rolling ball on a stretched horizontal

2-dimension (2D). Gauss theorem tells us the gravity force in 2D is

of the membrane. This lets the mass of the material

Construction of the Membrane System
In order to effectively analyze such a system, a
membrane system has to be constructed first. The
system has to meet several conditions for valid
experiments. They are
• I n order to m i m ic the real-life cent r ipet al

Fig. 1. (a) Stretched latex membrane on a circular plastic container. Surface
tension is large enough that gravity sag of the membrane is negligible. Also
seen in the picture is a small acryl disc at the center. (b) Side view of the
system. A weight is hung at the center of the membrane through the bottom
of the plastic container.

Theoretical Approach
1. Classical definition of gravitational
force
The most fundamental approach is to know the
equation of motion of the test mass. The gravitational
force in general can be expressed as
F = G ∙M n m n f (r)

(1)

gravitational force with a rotational symmetry,

where G, M, m and r are gravitational constant, two

the shape of the membrane must show the same

masses and the distance between them, respectively.

property (physical quantities must depend only on

The expression implies that if we are able to define the

the distance from the center).

gravitational force as a function of distance between

• The initial surface tension of the membrane must

two masses M and m, and if the proportionality power

be large enough so that one can neglect the mass

n for the two masses is the same, we can define the

of the membrane.

gravitational constant G. The reason why the power

• Central masses with a wide range of weight can be
hung.

n must be the same is because of the symmetry in
the Newton’s third law. Both M and m can act as the

In order to meet these conditions, we first decided

central mass, which lets both M and m play the same

to use a rubber sheet membrane attached to a circular

role. In addition, the system must have a centro-

plastic container as our main system. The rubber

symmetric shape (gravitational force depending only

sheet, which has high elasticity, is initially uniformly

on the distance from the center) in order to define a

stretched before being glued for high enough surface

gravitational constant. This is why we need to use a

tension. We also attached a small disc at the center

circular membrane.

so that we can hang a massive weight at the center
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gravitational Poisson equation
The first and second methods are quite similar.
However, the difference between these two methods
is that the first method leads to the result through a
macroscopic view while the second method through

(8)
We can also obtain the membrane profile from
equation (7). Assuming

to be small enough, sin

≈ tan , which enables us to predict the membrane
profile. The result is as follows,

a microscopic one. Each process of defining the
gravitational G will be introduced in the next section.
Fig. 2. Configuration for the membrane system with the central and test
masses.

2. Characteristics of the system

Fig. 3. Diagram for the force analysis. Static equilibrium in the vertical
direction is considered. Blue and green arrows represent total and vertical
forces.

In 2D, however, the form of Gauss’ flux theorem becomes

For further systematic analysis, we must clarify

(3)

the characteristics of our system and define relevant
notations. Some characteristics of the system are as

Simplifying equation (3) by exploiting the rotational
symmetry, we get

follows (see Fig. 2)
• Circular elastic membrane is deformed by the
central mass M while the test mass m is light enough
not to deform the membrane

or

• The test mass shows approximately a 2D motion in
a shallow well
• The ‘gravity’ is induced by the Earth's gravity & the
slope of the membrane
Due to these characteristics, it is now obvious that
the gravitational force within the system has linear
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relationship with m. Therefore, verification of the linear
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relationship between M and the gravitational force is
required to define the gravitational constant, which we
will discuss later in the measurement section. What we
should now investigate is the relationship between the
gravitational force and the distance between M and m in
2D.

(5)
Through the application of Gauss’ flux theorem for
gravity, we find that the magnitude of the gravitational
force is inversely proportional to the distance between M
and m in 2D, not to the distance square as in 3D. The only
parameter we do not know is the gravitational constant G.
Since the actual motion of the small mass m is induced
by the Earth’s gravitational force and the slope of the
membrane, we will be able to define the gravitational
constant G once we can calculate the membrane profile h
(displacement from the initial position).

4. Definition of the gravitational constant G
There are mainly three ways to predict the membrane

3. Gauss' flux theorem for gravity
Gauss’ flux theorem for gravity is mainly used for 3D
case, which is [1,2]

• Force analysis method
(2)

membrane and is used to determine the integration

to understand the concept of ‘surface tension’. The

constant. The assumption we used for equation (9) is

fundamental definition of surface tension is ‘force per

valid as far as the vertical displacement h is small and

unit length’ which can be measured, for rectangular

the surface tension

rubber strips, by dividing the applied force by the width
of the point of action. How we measure the surface

• Rubber sheet model

remains constant.

b) Rubber sheet model : The rubber sheet model is
given by[3]
τ

measurement section.

2

h = - σg e

(10)

a) Force analysis method : One way to predict

where h is t he ver t ical d isplacement of t he

the membrane profile is by conducting a (vertical)

membrane. Since the mass of the rubber sheet is small

force analysis when the central mass and the rubber

enough not to affect the sheet profile, we can neglect

membrane remain in a static equilibrium. Assuming

the mass density σ in the equation. Therefore, the

that the surface tension is constant throughout the

right hand side of the equation now equals to zero.

membrane, the force equilibrium equation can be

The solution of the Laplace operator

expressed as (see Fig. 3)

coordinates is given by

τ ∙2 π r ∙si n θ =Mg e

2

in cylindrical

(6)

(11)

where τ, r, M, g e and tanθ are surface tension,
horizontal component of the distance from the center
of the rubber sheet, central mass, Earth’s gravitational
acceleration and slope of the membrane at the point of
interest, respectively. Now that we know the value of
sinθ(r) from equation (6), the central force on the test

Fig. 4. Force analysis at the boundary of the central disk.

mass becomes

profile for extracting the gravitational constant G. The
three methods are

Here R stands for the radius of the rubber sheet

Before we move on to the force analysis, one needs

tension of the membrance will be described later in the
(4)

(9)

(7)
Comparison of (5) and (7) gives us the expression
for the gravitational constant,

Due to the symmetry in the system, we can neglect
the term concerning θ. Solution to equation (11) without
the θ term is
where c is a constant. Using
the result from the force analysis at the boundary (refer
to Fig. 4), we get
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(13)
T h e

g r a v i t a t i o n a l

f o r c e

g ives t he sa me
gravitational constant G as in (8).

finally make predictions on the motion of the test mass

of 30 cm length on the unstretched rubber sheet.

through simulations.

After stretching the rubber sheet and attatching it to

the gravitational Poisson equation : Focusing on
the similarity between the rubber sheet model and
gravitational Poisson equation, we compare the two
equations. They are

1. Surface tension measurements

2

Ф = -2 π σ G

They showed an 8 mm increase in length regardless

Looking at equations (7) and (8), it is obvious that
being able to precisely measure the surface tension

is

an extremely important factor since the surface tension
we conducted experimental measurements of the surface
tension in two different ways.

(15)

a similar way to that between the tension of a rope and
(17)

where k stands for the elasticity of the r ubber

We first measured the elasticity of the rubber sheet by

us

utilizing equation (17). We used a rubber strip which has
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its frequency.[4]

magnitude of the force we have applied on the rubber
strip was about 41.6 N, and the elongated length was
about 4 mm. Plugging all these into equation (17) gives
us the elasticity of the rubber k of about 6240 N/m.

Fig. 6. Determination of the fundamental frequency through the Fourier
analysis. Also shown in the figure is the 3rd mode frequency as a function of
the central mass. The graph indicates that for small ranges of central mass
we can assume the surface tension to be constant.

The equation of motion in this situation is,
(18)
where  is the surface mass density. Substituting
h(r,θ,t) = S(r,θ )T(t) we get,

a length of 9 cm, and a width of 15 cm (see Fig. 5). The

gravitational force and further obtain the membrane
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Another method to measure the surface tension is by

surface tension. That is,

gravitational potential, comparison of (14) and (15) gives

obtain the gravitational potential by integrating the

b) Surface tension f rom sound f requencies :

tension and the membrane frequency can be derived in

are the initial and elongated lengths, respectively.[3]

, we can

of about 187.2 N/m.

rubber membrane. The relationship between the surface

to the gravitational potential and Ф in (15) is the

gravitational force being

rubber membrane

measuring the surface tension is to use the definition of

membrane which has a dimension N/m, and L and ΔL

wh ich i s a g a i n t he s a me a s t h at i n (8). T he

into equation (17), we obtain the surface tension of the

exploiting the characteristic sound frequency of the

Since the product of g_e and h in (14) is equivalent

(16)

of the directions of lines. Plugging these once again

a) Conventional method : The classical method of

(14)

(19)
Solving this equation for T (t) we get,
T (t) ~ si n ωt

2

come out to be the same, as they should be.

2

S +k S =0

(20)

Now that we have thoroughly analyzed our system
Fig. 5. Measuring the elasticity. A rectangular piece of rubber is stretched with
a force F for elasticity measurement.

our assumptions and analysis are valid or not. We will

(21)

= 2.75 kg/m 2 and R

= 29 cm, equation (23) gives us τ = 191 N. Comparing
method, we see that the two measurements show a
fairly good agreement. Due to the larger error bar for
the classical method, we decided to use the surface

2. Membrane profile measurement
With the exact value of the surface tension, the
membrane profile can be calculated theoretically. We

is known to have the form of a Bessel functions. Due to

then need to compare the calculated and measured

the boundary conditions, the value L(R) must equal to 0.

membrane profiles. To experimentally measure the

For L(R) to be zero, the product of k and R must be one

membrane profile, we used a vernier caliper in order

of the Bessel zeroes (αmn).[5] Now we can state

to measure the vertical displacement of the membrane

Once we know the elasticity, we only need to know

and the membrane profile. Then, we will measure the

L/L while the membrane is on the plastic container.

(22)

L/L, we drew arbitrary lines

Substituting the first Bessel zero into equation (22),

In order to measure the

combination with the values of

θ) as L (r) Θ (θ). The solution of L (r) in this equation

first measure the surface tension of the membrane
gravitational force induced by the central mass and

profile through the Fourier analysis (see Fig. 6). The

tension value measured through the sound analysis.

We use separation of variables again to express S (r,

E xperimen t al Measuremen t s on S t atic
Properties

simply tapping the membrane and analyzing the sound

this with the value measured through the conventional

=c k is the sound frequency. To determine

where

The fundamental frequency was measured by

measured fundamental frequency was about 11 Hz. In

k , we solve for S(r, θ )

profile h. Results obtained by all three different methods

with various methods, we must now verify whether

(23)

the container, we measured the lengths of the lines.

is the only parameter that we do not know. Therefore,

c) Compar ison of the r ubber sheet model and

we obtain

as a function of r. We also varied the central mass
M for each experiment. The experimental setup and
the results are shown in Fig. 7. In the results, we can
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The relationship between the mechanical energy

see a small ball ‘rolling’ on the membrane. Now that we

and its orbit has long been an interest in the field

know it is a motion induced by a 2D gravity, we may

of mechanics. Studies have been done for different

attempt to predict its orbit. Due to the complexity of the

types of central forces with a form of
investigate the case of n = 1.

equation of orbit, we decided to conduct computational
simulations using a program called Interactive Physics.
By setting the force field as below, we could effectively
predict the 2D motion within the system.

Fig. 8. Force measurement setup by using a scale (left) and force sensor (right)

see that the measured profile matches the theoretical

other hand, the force sensor was used when the force was

prediction quite well. The little deviation we see in the

large.

graph is due to, in the presence of vertical displacement,
a non-linear response of the rubber sheet and an increase
of the angle for which sinθ ≈ tanθ is less valid.

3. Gravitational force measurement
O n c e we h a ve ve r i f i e d t h a t t h e t h e o r y t h e
measurements matches well, we shall measure the actual
gravitational force within the system and see whether
the gravitational force does show such proportionalities
between the central mass M and the inverse of the radial
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distance r. In order to measure the gravitational force, we
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come up with two devices as shown in Fig. 8. Due to the
low resolution of the force sensor on the right, the scale
on the left side was used when the gravitational force
was too small for the force sensor to measure it. On the

Orbital Motions
In this section, we would like to investigate orbital

The second term was added to account for the
rolling friction and damping effect from the membrane
experimentally by rolling a ball on the tilted rubber
membrane. In order to reduce the damping effect,
we used light-weight balls. Since the computational
simulation considers only a pure translational motion
while the actual motion is a rolling motion, a factor
is multiplied in order to compensate the rolling effect.

observed for motions induced by 2D gravity.

[2] However, for the case of spiral motion in particular

results show that the gravitational force indeed has a

which we will discuss later on,
equation (24).

energy, but it also has a rotational kinetic energy.
Adding up the potential and rotational kinetic energies,
we get an ‘effective potential’ expressed as [6]
(25)
Adding up the radial kinetic energy and the
effective potential energy, we can express the total
mechanical energy as
(26)
Calculating V(r) for this system we now obtain,
(28)

was removed from

linear response to the central mass and is inversely

We also used a program called Kinovea in order

proportional to the radial distance. From these two

to track the path of the rolling ball, and measure

results, we may conclude that the gravitational force

its velocity and position as a function of time. The

within the system can be defined and that its form is a 2D

simulation and experimental results are shown in Fig.

gravitation.

10. Even though there are some detailed differences, the

1. Computational simulation of the 2D
motions

revolving around the central mass, not only does the

deformation. The friction constant μ was obtained

motion and characteristic phenomena which can only be

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. The

Since the small mass shows a rotational motion
small mass have potential energy and radial kinetic

(24)
Fig. 7. Measurements of the vertical displacement h of the membrane.
Experimental setup (upper panel) and results (lower) are shown.

. We will

overall shape is quite similar between the two results.

2. Energy and trajectory

The relationship between the total energy and the
trajectory of the revolving mass in 3D world is known
to be the following.
Etot > 0 : Hyperbolic orbit
Etot = 0 : Parabolic orbit
Etot > Emin : Elliptical orbit
Etot = Emin : Circular orbit
For 2D, there is no unbound motion (that is, m
cannot escape) because the potential energy increases
forever as r increase. Therefore, there are only two
kinds of orbits in 2D.
Etot>Emin n : ‘Elliptical’ orbit
Etot=Emin : Circular orbit
Even though the exact shape of the ‘elliptical’ orbit

Fig. 9. Measured forces as a function of the central mass (left) and radial
distance (right).

in 2D is different from that in 3D, we still use the
Fig. 10. Experimentally measured (left) and calculated (right) orbits.

Fig. 11. Orbit vs total energy
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as time passes and therefore the graph also indicates

elliptical orbit induced by 3D gravity. The relationship

that the speed is constant regardless of the radial

between the trajectory and the energy was investigated

distance. Plugging in our theoretical prediction into the

experimentally, and the results are shown in Fig. 11.

computational simulation program, we can also see a

3. r independent speed for circular motions
Another characteristic phenomenon of this system

spiral motion.

Fig. 14. Radial distance vs time
graph (left) and comparison
between the measured and
theoretical values for the period
(right).

3. Apsidal angle

can be found through the force analysis. The gravitational

If we compare Fig. 10 with an elliptical orbit in

force acting as the centripetal force in this system and

3D, the orbits are quite different. It is obvious that the

the force equation is expressed as

difference in shape should be caused due to the difference

If we plot the radial distance of the test mass as

to prove the validity of the theory, we conducted

in the force type. An effective way to analyze its orbit is

a function of time, we can see that the ball shows an

measurements such as surface tension, membrane

to investigate the ‘apsidal angle’ of an orbit.[1] An apsidal

oscillatory motion. We can predict the period of the

prof ile, and gravitational force. In addition, we

angle is the angle between the two lines connecting the

radial oscillation by calculating the period between

performed computational simulation of 2D motion.

focal point and the two consecutive apsides. The apsis is

the consecutive apsides. For a central force of f(r), the

Once we had a concrete proof of the theor y, we

either the minimum distance or the maximum distance

period is given as

proceeded to investigate characteristic phenomena in

(28)
Here, the inverse of r cancels each other, and we
obtain
(29)

f lux theorem as well as a force analysis. In order

from the focal point within the orbit. The apsidal angle

This is quite an interesting result because v is totally

can be calculated through the ratio of the frequency

independent from the radial distance. Therefore, we

of the radial oscillation and the unperturbed circular

can conclude that wherever we start rolling the ball,

motion. The apsidal angle for central force with a general

a circular motion is obtained if we set the speed at

4. Radial oscillation

the system of 2D gravity.
(30)
Substituting

that a rolling ball on a stretched membrane shows

for f(r), we obtain
(31)

characteristic motions predicted under 2D gravity.

effect, the motion will rather show a spiral orbit. For

Since the radial distance varies throughout the

Orbits in Fig. 10 for which n=1 actually are not closed

with the theory, and different phenomena within the

reproducible experiments, we used an electromagnet

motion, we must average the radial distance of each

orbits. Substituting n=1 into the equation, we find the

system have been investigated. Through the theoretical

and a steel ball placed on a slope. The results are shown

oscillation. The process of averaging the radial distance

apsidal angle to be 127.28o. Plotting the orbit on a polar

and experimental studies, we were able to explain the

in Fig. 12. Plotting the speed as a function of time, we

is quite simple due to the fact that the period shows a

coordinate, we found the actual apsidal angle to be 127.9

phenomena both qualitatively and quantitatively, which

can see that the speed is constant throughout the motion.

linear response to the radial distance. The experimental

o. The discrepancy is believed to be due to the friction.

leads us to have a deeper understanding of the 2D

Due to the damping effect, the radial distance changes

results are in Fig. 14. Looking at the right side of the

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 13.

gravity.

graph, we find some discrepancy due to the increase of
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such value. However, due to the existence of damping

form of
is given as
. This actually indicates
that only central forces of n=2 or -1 has a closed orbit.

the slope in which case cosθ ≈ 1 approximation is no
longer valid.

The measurements showed an excellent agreement

For future experiments, we may try other types
of stretched horizontal membranes and see if other
characteristic phenomena can exist with different types

Summary & Discussion
In order to investigate characteristic differences
Fig. 13. Apsidal angles for orbits in 2D. Simulation (left) and experimental
results (right).

between balls rolling on a stretched and deformed
elastic membrane and planetary motions in 2D, we
first constructed a system where the gravitational
force can be well defined. We then defined the form
of the gravitational force with consideration of the
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Throughout the investigation, it became clear

Fig. 12. Experimental setup for circular orbit investigation and r independent
speed.

characteristics of the membrane by using the Gauss’

of the central force. We may also conduct experiments
on the same type of membrane with a larger vertical
displacement and investigate what differs from our
original experiment. Furthermore, we can conduct
experiments on rigid surfaces with a similar shape to
the deformed membrane to investigate the damping
effect.
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First look at the potential parameters. The size of the paper
is fixed to A4, but the type of the paper can vary. Of course, the
stronger the paper is, the stronger the bridge is ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
For the glue, we need to choose the glue which can stick well and is
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not fragile.
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Fig.1 This is a bridge in printing paper, it
can be damaged easily with one weight.

Fig.2 This is a bridge in copperplate
paper, it is stronger that printing paper,
so it is in good condition under one
weight.
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